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By Quin Hillyer

Liberty Island, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. I ve been enjoying Quin Hillyer s columns for years, and when I read an early draft of
Mad Jones, I told him it had real potential and to keep at it. Today s culture needs satirizing, and
Hillyer does it with verve. --Winston Groom, author of Forrest Gump. A grief-stricken modern-day
Martin Luther posts religious theses on Gulf Coast church walls and attracts instant controversy,
setting up a satirical tale of modern religion, media and politics. Meet Mad Jones, a high school
history teacher who, in the midst of unspeakable tragedy, literally nails religious theses to church
doors. He does so with no expectation that they will be taken seriously, or even widely read-but, in
this age of modern electronic communications and instant celebrity, young Madison Jones very
quickly develops a large following and engenders significant levels of controversy. The media, quite
typically, misunderstand and misrepresent his ultimate message; religious leaders debate his theses,
at times with ulterior motives; and soon politicians are jumping in to comment from whichever
standpoint best fits their partisan purposes. Mad Jones, Heretic delivers sharp satire on...
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ReviewsReviews

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

This pdf may be worth acquiring. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not hard to understand. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the
finest book i have read through during my personal existence and might be he greatest pdf for at any time.
-- Jeffr y Tr om p-- Jeffr y Tr om p
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